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Is. A*mst

The Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) system shall provide high quality Doppler radar
data on weather phenomena near high traffic airports. These data shall be used in real time by
automated TDWR algorithms to detect weather situations which may be hazardous to the safe
operation of aircraft within the vicinity of the airport.

One of the major factors which could cause the degradation of the qulity of these TDWR data is
obscuration by "distant" storm cells. This obscuration is caused by storms located beyond the range
interval being sampled by the radar, yet whose radar echo ambiguously folds within the range
interval of interest. These range aliased echoes could trigger false detections by the algorithms.
and/or cause actual hazardous situations near the airport to remain undetected.

By carefully selecting the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of the radar, range obscuration from
distant storms can be minimized over specified airport regions. This document describes techniques
for predicting the obscuration as a function of PRF. and details the criteria which shall be used by
the TDWR system to automatically and adaptively select an optimal PRF in order to minimize these
obscuration effects.
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ABSTRACT

The Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) system shall provide high quality
Doppler radar data on weather phenomena near high traffic airports. These data shall be
used in real time by automated TDWR algorithms to detect weather situations which
may be hazardous to the safe operation of aircraft within the vicinity of the airport.

One of the major factors which could cause the degradation of the quality of these
TDWR data is obscuration by "distant" storm cells. This obscuration is caused by
storms located beyond the range interval being sampled by the radar, yet whose radar
echo ambiguously folds within the range interval of interest. These range aliased echoes
could trigger false detections by the algorithms, and/or cause actual hazardous situations
near the airport to remain undetected.

By careful!3 :=!2cting the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of the radar, range obscu-
ration from distant storms can be minimized over specified airport regions. This docu-
ment describes techniques for predicting the obscuration as a function of PRF, and de-
tails the criteria which shall be used by the TDWR system to automatically and adap-
tively select an optimal PRF in order to minimize these obscuration effects.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Range Ambiguities

The range interval, R,, ,over which dlata from a pulsed radar may be collected unamn-

biguouslY is easily calculated ~11 if the time between pulses, Ti, is known. e.

R,= c -L-. where c is the speed of light

Objects which are located bey- ond R,. but which may be large enough to cause the rett urnl
of the radar echo, wvill actually appe-ar at a range less than or equal to R.4 . aS 1Itllur IttrI
in FIg. 1-1. In Fig. 1-1la. thre-e objects. labelled .A, B, and C. are each located som-e dii--
tance from the radar. Becaulse the sampling Interval. T,, is sufficiently large, the locaL-

rions of A. B. and C can be deduced unambiguously from their returned echoes \\hell
the sampling interval is significantly reduced. however, to say, T.', the echo retiurn,, -A B

and C ambiguously fold into the newly derived R:. as seen in Fig. 1-lb). These r~tnac
aliased echoes can obviously' obscure the data which are being collected within the R,,' inl-
terval. To deal exclusively wvith the problem of minimizing range ambiguities. T, ý\ @111(1

be inlcreaLsed until its corresponding R,, interval encompasses the ranges of all anticipated~
objects.

3rd TRIP
2no TRIP

TIME (Range) -~TIME (Range) .-.

a) ACTUAL LOCATION OF OBJECTS Wt RANGE ALIASED LOCATiON OF OBJIECTS

Figure 1-1. Range ambiguities.

1.2 Radial Velocity. Ambiguities

Pi~d mll VeIocit V (.010M soe ife rl'k1C( trod i) Dopp011ler rad ar a~ rut aI

IbN mianalvzinrg, thle coherent ph.-ve cliange(- o' tad ar echoes, over time. T he lit C 'I -''

whltichi radmil veloritY clat;i mayi be collec-rk:, unarn bigtously. I,,,. canm be li 'I

hel, ta aravelen grt. X. aind the ti me betwpe~n pu Isos. T, , is kitowný i.t.

= I . 77- , Where - and - indlicate velocitie -iway fron md ro Ho

the raar. respecticlvlý

Dam~iot~a 0LInne(I oil ;Ill ob)ject which 1, tratvchtt ;lt a radial velocity out-itill. i, mi-t\ d

'vIli apptear lIa.I~ecll i ýeicrtx i('..Ie the, obj) dTWill criall apearI to be Tv.intc



reduced velocity which lies within the v,4 interval To deal exclusoivel with the problem

of' minimizing radial velocity ambiguities, T, would be (1errea~edt until its corl-espora n igz

r, interval is sufficiently large tc, encompas-, ýhe radial velocities, of 3l1 anticipated ob~jects

under Investigation.

1.3 Simultaneous Range and Radial Velocity Measurements

Certain situations require the collection of both unambiguous range and unambigu-

ous radlial velocity measurements. To simultaneously collect both t.Npes of data. under

the constraint of a specifiedl radar wavelength. tradleoffs associatedl with the timie betý%een

pulses. or eqjuivalently the pulse repetition frequency of the radar, occur. e,, illustratedl In

Fig,. 1-2- This figure plots R, versuis v. for several sample radlar frequencie.S. 1,i1mel ' N.'L3

GI-Hz S-Band andl a 3-.6 GHz C-Band. An example of the use of this figure is -;hown A

PRF of' 16.50 Hz j RP4 90 kmn ) is highlighted to dlemonstrate the resuiltant unambigui-

ous velocitv intervals. !-41 m',s and -T/- 22 m s, which are readdy~ achievible for thle
S;-Band and the C-Band radar. respectively.

100

so - 41 mi/s

40-

30-

22 S-BAND

20 3 GHz

C -BAND

5 6 GHz

5

4

3 PRF 1650

2

10 20 30 40 S0 100 200 300 400 500 1000

Rs(km)

Figure 1-2. Simultanouss unambiguous & and v. intervals.
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1.4 TD"VR Requirements

According to [21, the TDWR system shall operate at C-Band, shall obtain data out to
ranges of at least 48 nmi (89.0 kr,'. and shall obtain radial velocity data from -40 m s to
+40 m/s. By referring to thb -k'aove figure, one clearly sees that these requirements for
both unambiguous range ,ir.- unambiguous radial velocity measurements cannot be met
at C-Band by simple choice of PRF.

The TDW1P contractor has been instructed to provide the means for automatically
selecting tb- PRF "to minimize obscuration within user specified range/azimuth sectors
due to utt-of-trip weather echoes"- The contractor has also been instructed that
"hardware/software techniques may be employed to mitigate the effects of velocity alias-
ing to provide this measurement range (+/-40 m/s)".

This document develops the PRF selection criteria to be used by the TDWR system
to minimize range obscuration from out-of-trip weather echoes. Section 2 introduces the
TDWR airport coverage regions, and then develops, in four steps, the fundamental con-
cepts of the PRF selection process. These steps involve first the identification of the dis-
tant weather; second, the assessment of obscuration which will be attributed to the dis-
tant weather: third, the selection of the PRF values: and fourth, the generation of an ob-

scuration map. Section 3 defines the obscuration minimization criteria which leads to the
PRF selection. Section 4 discusses the software realization of an automated and adaptive
algorithm which is currently being tested for the obscuration mitigation task, and Sec-
tion 5 concludes the report.

3



2.0 Statement of Problem

2.1 Required Airport Coverage

Two regions about the airport have been identified which must be examined by the
TDWR system for the occurrence of hazardous weather, namely, the microburst region
(also called the hazardous wind shift region) and the gust front region. As specified in
[21, the microburst region is contained within a 6 nmi (11.1 km) radius about the airport.
and is that region in which the automated TDWR microburst identification algorithm
will operate. The automated gust front algorithm will operate on data which have been
collected within a 40 nmi (74.1 kin) radius J2] about the airport. These are the regions in
which it is of utmost importance to ensure that the highest possible quality of data be
collected. Within the scope of this report, these are the regions in which to minimize the
effects of range obscuration from distant weather.

The minimization strategy is based on the assumption that a TDWR. which will
typically be located approximately 15 km off-airport j3], shall be capable of operating at
more than one PRF value. According to 121, the TDWR system shall collect high quality
Doppler data using a PRF which has been chosen from a set of predetermined PRF
values In order to enable obscuration mitigation techniques to be employed. "the set of
PRF values shall allow for at least a 50 km total variation in the basic unambiguous
range interval, and consist of range increments of no greater that 3 kin". This will result
in the availability of more than one unambiguous range interval, and thus an ability to
move distant weather obscuration abo,!t within the data gathering interval. Ideally,
with the proper choice of PRF, range aliased weather returns will be placed over regions
not requiring TDWR coverage for hazardous events.

Due to the fact that the two hazardous weather identification regions vary
significantly in size, multiple PRF values will actually be selected and required for use.

2.2 Definition of Distant Weather

In order to support automatic and adaptive PRF selection, !2j defines a requirement
to "produce quantitative reflectivity estimates out to an unambiguous range of at least
248 nmi" (460 km). This requirement is developed in Appendix A.

Distant weather shall be defined to be all regions about the radar which satisfiy three
requirements: first, the returned signal strength (or reflectivity) associated with that re-
gion surpasses a site-dependent threshold value; second, the region is located beyond the
minimum unambiguous range associated with the set of predetermined PRF values: and
third, the region is located within 248 nmi of the radar.

According to '41, approximately once every five minutes, a low elevation distant
weather surveillance scan will be conducted. The purpose of this scan is to identify the
prevailing distant weather situation in order to subsequently assess range obscuration.
The data from this scan are to be used to determine all regions which satisfy the above
three requirements.

a l I I I i I,5



2.3 Determination of Obscuration

Once distant weather has been identified, obscuration from this weather to those
areas which were specified in Section 2.1 :an be determined as a function of PRF value.

This calculation is illustrated in Fig. 2-1. Figure 2-1a first shows range from the radar

versus some hypothetical set of PRF values. The curve labelled A illustrates the upper
bound to the unambiguous range interval associated with each PRF value. Clearly, as

the PRF value increases, the corresponding unambiguous range interval decreases. The

subsequent curves on this figure bound regions from the radar which would fold into the

unambiguous range interval on 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and possibly even 5th trip, depending on

the selected PRF value.

As an example of the use of this graph in assessing obscuration as a function of PRF
value, refer to Fig. 2-lb. Assume first that a point located 25 km from the radar is to

remain free from out-of-trip range obscuration. If a storm, once again a point target,
were identified 200 km from the radar, its 2nd trip return would fold onto the location to

be protected if a PRF of 857 Hz were to be used. Its 3rd trip return would obscure the
location if a PRF of 1714 Hz were to be used. Very simplistically, if either of those PRFs
had been members of the TDWR "predetermined set" of available PRF values, they
would not be selected for subsequent use. This example merely introduces the concept of

obscuration avoidance. Since storms are not point targets, and since regions rather than
points about the airport must be kept clear, the process of obscuration avoidance be-
comes more complex, as will be shown.

FR-'XNFURTHEST EXTENT "
FOR DISTANT WEATHER FOR DISTANT WEATHER A BOUNDS UNAMBIGUOUS

FOR DRANGE
E "8 BOUNDS 2nd TRIP

0DD C 3rd TRIP

300 4th TRIPI c E 5th TRIP

o 300 8..
B 25 km

S200 25 kmn Weather at 200 km

A . Folds Onto Region 25 km
U_ 100 A A from Radar if PRFs 857 Hz

or 1714Hz Are Used)

IZ .C, I I , l , I , ,_ _ __ _ __ _ _

800 1200 1600 2000 800 1200 1600 2000

PRF VALUES (Hz) PRF VALUES (Hz)

a) RANGE AMBIGUITIES vs PRF b) EXAMPLE OF USE i

Figure 2-1. Obscuration vs PRF value.
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2.4 Minimization of Obscuration

Using the low elevation surveillance scan, the TDWR shall periodically identify all
distant weather. In a manner similar to that described above, all PRFs which would
cause obscuration in the two hazardous weather identification regions are then deter-
mined. At the completion of the identification and obscuration assessment portions of

the procedure, "optimal" PRFs are selected for subsequent use.

Ideally, there exists a PRF which results in no obscuration for the microburst region,
and a PRF which results in no obscuration for the gust front region. Practical experi-
ence has demonstrated that this situation rarely occurs. Obscuration of some level will
typically exist no matter what PRF is ultimately selected for use. The PRF selection pro-
cess must include a means to assess "level" of obscuration, and then choose that PRF
which shall result in the minimum level of obscuration. The minimization criteria to be
used in the TDWR PRF selection process is described in Section 3.

2.5 Prediction of Obscured Regions

Once the optimal PRFs have been selected, any areas within the two hazardous
weather regions, which will subsequently be obscured by range aliased echoes, must be
identified. This obscuration information shall then be made available for use by the ha-

zardous weather identification algorithms. The goal of this particular effort is to reduce
the possibility of false alarms being triggered due to the presence of known range aliased
data. A perceived radial velocity shear of sufficient strength to cause the declaration of a

hazardous weather event, for example, may in fact be due to the mixing of radial velocity

information from two different sources; i.e., an out-of-trip source with an in-trip source.

7



3.0 Obscuration Minimization Criteria

As was indicated, rarely does a situation exist in which the selected PRFs will result
in totally obscuration free regions. Some degree of range obscuration will almost always
exist within the hazardous weather identification regions. Where, within these regions,
this obscuration falls is the concern of this section. Clearly, certain areas within each re-
gion should be considered more important than others to keep free from range contami-
nation. Priorities of protection are therefore assigned to various locations within each of

the two primary regions.

3.1 Locations of Interest

3.1.1 General Areas

One type of information that is to be computed by the PRF algorithm will profile
the amount of out-of-trip obscuration by distant storm cells as a function of PRF value
for each of the two general regions to be protected. This obscuration could be due to
2nd, 3rd, and possibly even 4th or 5th trip distant weather foldover (see Fig. 2-1),
depending on the location of the distant storm(s) and the PRF used. The total area of
obscuration which would be attributed to each available PRF value in these two general
regions is to be calculated and retained for subsequent analysis.

3.1.2 Meteorological Areas

Range obscuration avoidance is to receive special attention on those areas which have
been identified as either currently experiencing hazardous weather activity (e.g.. micro-
bursts or gust fronts) or possessing the potential to develop into hazardous weather ac-
tivity (e.g., containing a microburst upper- or midlevel feature). These continually
changing areas shall be periodically reported to the PRF selection algorithm from various
meteorological algorithms within the TDWR system. The total area of obscuration over
these meteorologically identified areas shall therefore be calculated and retained for sub-
sequent analysis for each of the two regions of interest.

3.1.3 Runway Areas

Likewise, range obscuration avoidance is to receive special attention on active airport
runway areas and up to 3 miles (4.8 kin) away from runway thresholds along the extend-
ed runway centerline. These areas are site specific, and may periodically change, depend-
ing on which available runways are currently being used by airport traffic, and which are
currently closed. Provisions shall therefore be made within the PRF algorithm to com-
pute the total area of obscuration over these runway areas for each of the two regions of

interest.

3.1.4 Meteorologically Active Runway Areas

It is of utmost importance to ensure that any location which is directly on the run-
ways and which is experiencing or about to experience a potentially hazardous weather
event be kept clear of any contamination due to out-of-trip weather. (This location
would be the intersection of the two areas introduced in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3.) Com-
putations are to be made within the PRF algorithm to determine the total area of such

9



occurrence as a function of PRF value, and this information is to be retained for subse-

quent analysis.

3.1.5 Miscellaneous Areas

On rare occassion, a TDWR system may be situated in an area in which a second air-
port must be occassionally covered. In the event of this occurrence, it shall be possible
for the PRF algorithm to determine obscuration as a function of PRF for specified re-
gions about this second airport.

3.2 Selection Criteria

Information contained within the obscuration profiles associated with Section 3.1 will
be combined to arrive at the , 'imal PRFs for use in the two regions under investiga-
tion. Ideally, all obscuration pro. les for a region would achieve a minimum level of ob-
scuration for the same PRF value, yet experience has shown that this is rarely the case.
In the final determination of optimal PRF values, priorities must therefore be established
which give the relative importance of obscuration minimization in each of the various
areas introduced above.

3.2.1 Priority 1

It is of highest priority to minimize the area of obscuration on any portion of an ac-
tive airport runway which has been identified as either experiencing, or perhaps about to
experience, a hazardous meteorological event. This area of highest priority was intro-
duced in Section 3.1.4.

3.2.2 Priority 2

The second highest priority shall be to minimize the area of obscuration on all active
airport runways (those areas introduced in Section 3.1.2). This minimization, however,
shall be subject to constraints imposed by Section 3.2.1.

3.2.3 Priority 3

The third highest priority shall be to minimize the area of obscuration over meteoro-
logically identified areas, i.e., those areas introduced in Section 3.1.3. This minimization
shall be subject to constraints imposed first by Section 3.2.1, and second, by Section
3.2.2.

3.2.4 Priority 4

The fourth and final priority shall be to minimize the area of obscuration within the
general region under investigation. This area was introduced in Section 3.1.1. This
minimization shall be subject to the contraints imposed first by Section 3.2.1, second, by
Section 3.2.2, and third, by Section 3.2.3.

3.2.5 Statement of Selection Criteria

Using these established minimization priorities with the available obscuration profiles,

10



it is now possible to state the PRF selection procedure. This selection procedure is per-
formed for obscuration profiles within both the microburst region and the gust front re-
gion.

The selection process first identifies a set of PRF values whose subsequent priority I
obscuration level falls within an "acceptable" limit. From this set, priority 2 obscuration
levels are examined to arrive at a subset of the previous set; i.e., a set which contains
PRF values whose priority 2 obscuration levels fall within a second "acceptable" limit.
This process is repeated until a fourth "acceptable" set is determined. From this final
set, the optimal PRF is selected. In order to achieve the highest Nyquist interval, the
highest PRF value within this set is selected for use. This can also be stated in terms of
set theory notation as follows:

Let

region, be the previously identified microburst region
region2 be the previously identified gust front region.

For i'-= I, 2 let

Pli be the total priority 1 area
P2i be the total priority 2 area
P3j be the total priority 3 area
P4, be the total priority 4 area.

Further define

Pli as the set of obscured areas of P1i
P2, as the set of obscured areas of P2,
P3j as the set of obscured areas of P3,
P4j as the set of obscured areas of P4,.

Let the predt ermined set of all TDWR PRF values be represented as PRF and
define two sets, PRFI and PRF2 , to be equal to the set. PRF , i.e..

PRF = PRF1 = PRF-.

Comment: We will select the PRF for the microburst
region from PRFI and the PRF for
the gust front region from PRF,.

Consider functions fi , gi , hi , and I, which map PRF, into
Pl1, , 1P2, , P3, , and 14j ,respectively, according to the following notation.

fg (PRF,.j ) =P
gi (PRFji ) =pý2jj

hi (PRFi )= P3,i

I, (PRFj) = P4,i

il



where PRFjj is any arbitrary element of PRF,, and P71ji , P^2;i , P'3;j , and P^4,j

are elements of III, , 12; , Is3i , and 54,• respectively, and represent obscuration

at PRFj..

Let min 1, be defined such that

mini, - fj (PRFjk) for some PRFa in PRFj , and

min 1 <_. (PRFa) for any arbitrary PRFa in PRF,.

Comment: PRFj is that PRF within PRFj which

minimizes obscuration within the priority 1 area.

Let par i be a pair of site adaptable parameters, and define the set PRF: such

that PRF: C PRF,, and for any arbitrary PRF,. in PRFI,

fj (PRFi.) <_ minii + perlj.

Comment : The set PRF,' is all PRFs within PRF,
whose obscured priority I area is

within parli kmn2 of the minimum.

Now let min 2i be defined such that

min 2i = gi (PRFj,) for some PRF,. in PRF:! , and

min2i < gi (PRFP) for any arbitrary PRF,, in PRF:.

Comment : PRFj,. is that PRF within PRF: which

minimizes obscuration within the priority 2 area.

Let par2i be a second pair of site adaptable parameters, and define the set PRFS"
such that PRF' C PRF•'. and for any arbitrary PRFIq in PRF,",

gi (PRFj) • rain2, + par2,.

Comment "Tne set PRF"'is all PRFs within PRFV
whose obscured priority 2 a-ca i3
within par2i km 2 of the minimum.

Let main 3i be defined such that

min3j - hi (PRF,,) for some PRFU, in PRF,", and

mrin3 <_ hi (PRFj.) for any arbitrary PRFj. in PRF"

Comment : PRF,, is that PRF within PRF:'which

minimizes obscuration within the priority 3 area.

12



Let par3i be a third pair of site adaptable parameters, and define the set PRFi"'

such that PRPF" C PRF", and for any arbitrary PRFj, in PRF",

h, (PRFit)• min3i + par3S .

Comment : The set PRF"is all PRFs within PRF:'
whose obscured priority 3 area is
within par31 km2 of the minimum.

Finally, let min4i be defined such that

min4i = 1i (PRFj,) for some PRF*, in PRF!", and

min4 :_ 11i (PRF,,) for any arbitrary PRFj, in PRFY."

Comment PRFj, is that PRF within PRF'i"which

minimizes obscuration within the priority 4 area.

Let par4; be a fourth pair of site adaptable parameters, and define the set PRF"'"

such that PRF!'" C PRF", and for any arbitrary PRF,. in PRF"','

i, (PRF.,) <_ min4i + par 4i

Comment : The set PRF',"is all PRFs within PRF•""
whose obscured priority 4 area is
within par4, km 2 of the minimum.

Let PRF, be the optimal PRF values for regions 1 and 2, where PRFj are ele-

ments of PRF!"' respectively , and

PRFj > PRF_, for any arbitrary PRF, in PRF,-"."

Comment : PRF, is the highest PRF value within the

set PRF-"'.

13



An example to illustrate the selection process appears as Fig. 3-1, using four hy-
pothetica~l obscuration profiles.

4 ~PRF'
z
0

0 3 PRF.
U.
10

LU m PRF'

I P? OBSCURATIO/Y
MIN1PAR12 P2

MIN13 P3

4 P4

OPTIMAL PRF

Figure 3- 1. An example of the PRF selection criteria.
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4.0 Sample Software Realization

4.1 Software Overview

An algorithm which automatically and adaptively selects PRF values has been imple-
mented in software, and is undergoing real time tests at the FAA TDWR testbed radar.
This testbed radar is currently located near the Stapleton International Airport in
Denver, CO, and is being used to test and exercise various TDWR concepts and algo-
rithms.

The first operational version of the PRF software was developed to minimize obscu-
ration over the total hazardous weather identification region under investigation. The
second version of this algorithm, which is currently operational at the radar site, was up-
graded to include obscuration minimization over the Stapleton runways. The third ver-
sion of the algorithm is under development and will incorporate obscuration avoidance
over meteorologically defined regions; i.e., will minimize obscuration according to all cri-
teria specified in Section 3. Plans call for this third and final version to be implemented
at the testbed radar prior to the spring of 1988.

The algorithm was written in the FORTRAN 77 programming language, and consists

of approximately 1000 executable lines of code. It cycles in real time at the radar site.
and is capable of providing the PRF values used in routine data collection activities. It
requires 1 to 3 CPU seconds on the real time site computer, a Concurrent model 3280, in
order to proce.s the data from the distant weather surveillance scan. The variation in
CPU time is directly related to the amount of distant weather present, and thus the
amount of obscuration assessment that must occur. The surveillance scan and subse-
quent PRF selection process are conducted approximately once every 5 minutes.

The top level flow diagram of the software appears as Fig. 4-1, where dotted lines in-
dicate anticipated upgrades. The code was developed in a modular fashion to make up-
grades easily accomplished.

4.2 TDWrR Testbed Preliminaries

The TDWR testbed radar is S-Band, and with one exception. operates at PRFs
between 700 and 1220 Hz. (The increased likelihood of radial velocity ambiguities at C-
Band will undoubtedly require the TDWR system to operate at higher PRF values than
are currently used by the testbed radar.) In support of the PRF algorithm, the testbed
radar conducts a low elevation, full 360 deg, distant weather surveillance scan at a PRF
of 350 Hz. This enables unambiguous range measurements out to a range of approxi-
mately 425 km. For the analysis which follows, it was assumed that the radar may
operate at any integer valued PRF within the available set (700 to 1220 Hz), and selects
the "optimal" accordingly. (The TDWR system is not required to provide this full re-
petoire of values, but rather to ensure that the available set provide the ability to move

distant weather about within the region of interest in range increments of no greater
than 3 km.)
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4.3 Performance Examples

Three examples of the performance of version 1 and one example of the performance
of version 2 of this algorithm are presented in this report using data collected during the
summer of 1987 at the Denver testbed site.

4.3.1 Case 1: 12-13 June 1987

From 1620 UT (universal time) on 12 June to 0128 UT on 13 June, 28 microbursts
and 4 gust fronts were recorded by the testbed meteorologist and operators who were ob-
serving the real time radar displays. (Local Denver time is 6 hours less than universal
time.) This early summer storm clearly represents the type of situation in which it is of
utmo!,t importance to ensure that the data being provided the meteorological algorithms
are as free as possible from range aliased contamination. Otherwise when humans are
no longer in the loop, (as will be the case for TDWR operations) the fully automated
detection of these hazardous weather events may not occur.

Figure 4-2 illustrates the changing distant weather situation over the course of the
12-13 June data gathering interval. (The strong reflectivity which is observed to the
west of the radar site is attributed to clutter from the Rocky Mountains.) As can be
seen, small storms began to form about the area. They increased in number and volume.
and moved in an easterly direction. These small, isloated storms eventually merged into
several concentrated masses that appear centered on the Kansas and Nebraska border,
at a range of roughly 220 km from the radar site.

During the surveillance scan, the PRF algorithm examines all distant range cells.
(For this analysis, a cell is defined to be a region 1-deg by 2-km.) If the signal strength
within this cell surpasses a site-dependent threshold value, it is declared to be a distant
weather cell, capable of causing in-trip range obscuration. For version 1 of the algo-
rithm, those PRF values which would result in 2nd, 3rd, and possibly even 4th trip ob-
scuration from this distant storm cell are calculated and subsequently recorded. After
completing the surveillance scan, the number of obscured in-trip cells in the two hazar-
dous weather identification regions for each PRF between 700 and 1220 Hz is available
for further processing. (The gust front region is approximated as being within 70 km of
the radar site, and contains roughly 12000 cells; the microburst region is approximated as
being within a specified 120 deg sector, within 40 km of the radar site, and contains
roughly 2000 cells.)

An example to illustrate obscuration assessment and PRF selection appears on page
17. Figures 4-3a, b and c are all enlargements of the storm region identified at time
01:06:49 UT in the lower right hand corner of Fig. 4-2. (This storm lies outside the sec-
tor which affects the microburst region: thus gust front PRF selection will be demon-
strated in this example.) These three figures illustrate the portions of the distant storm
that will fold into the gust front region on 2nd and 3rd trip for three PRF values. The
obscuration profile for the gust front region which is computed by the PRF algorithm for
this time is illustrated in Fig. 4-4. From the information contained in this profile. ver-
sion 1 of the PRF algorithm selects that PRF value which minimizes (to within some ep-
silon) the number of obscured in-trip cells. For the example cited above, a PRF of 1066
Hz was selected for subsequent use. Referring to Fig. 4-4. a 1066 Hz PRF will result in
approximately 225 obscured cells. These are illustrated in the obscuration map (Fig. 4-5)
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which is the final output of the PRF algorithm at the time in question. This obscuration
information is in complete agreement with the situation presented in Fig. 4-3b.

For completeness. Figs. 4-6a and b illustrate sample obscuration profiles for the mi-
croburst and gust front regions, respectively, over the course of the 12-13 June data
gathering interval. The times and the PRF values which were selected by version I of
the PRF algorithm are identified on each profile.

4.3.2 Case 2: 2-3 July 1987

On 2 July 1987, a storm of mesoscale proportion developed around the Denver area.
17 microbursts, 4 gust fronts, and a tornado were detected on the real time radar
displays by the site personnel. (In addition, several of these hazardous weather events
were visually spotted by the team.) The data gathering interval lasted from 1854 UT
(July 2) to 0436 UT (July 3). Examples of the reflectivity proiles for the duration of this
data gathering interval appear in Fig. 4-7.

Sample obscuration profiles for the 2-3 July event for both the microburst and gust
front regions are shown in Figs. 4-8a and b, respectively. These profiles clearly illustrate
the evolution of the storm. The earlier profiles show only a minimal level of obscuration
as the storm is forming. As time progresses and the storm builds, the obscuration
profiles likewise build. The storm eventually passes outside that area which would cause
obscuration to the microburst region; a fact which is reflected as the microburst obscura-
tion profiles are seen to subside. The storm remains, however, within the area affecting
the gust front region throughout the duration of the data gathering interval.

As seen in Fig. 4-8b, at approximately 0118 UT, a PRF of 708 Hz was selected for
use within the gust front identification region. (The prevailing distant weather situation
at the time in question appears in the lower right hand corner of Fig. 4-7.) As seen in
the 0118 UT obscuration profile, obscuration increases almost linearly with PRF value.
Figures 4-9a and b illustrate obscuration assessment at the two PRF extremes; i.e., when
obscuration is minimized (near 708 Hz) and when obscuration is maximized (at 1220 Hz).
Approximately 500 cells are predicted to be obscured when the 708 Hz PRF is used.
This obscuration is identified in Fig. 4-10, and is clearly supported by the information
presented in Fig. 4-9a.

4.3.3 Case 3: 15 August 1987

No hazardous wind shear events were detected during the data gathering activities of
15 August. Much time was spent at the testbed site on that day, however, checking out
and verifying the output from the PRF algorithm. This day was therefore selected for
inclusion in this report.

Figure 4-11 illustrates the distant weather situation which existed on 15 August.
Typical of storm activity around the Denver area, small storm cells began to develop to
the northwest of the testbed site. These cells gradually increased in strength and drifted
to the east. Figure 4-12a and b illustrate examples of the obsuration profiles for this day
for the microburst and gust front regions, respectively.
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Obscuration assessment at time 200:3 UT for the microburst region is illustrated on

page 25. The prevailing distant weather situation at this time appears in the upper left
hand corner of Fig. 4-11. and three enlargements of the storm region at this time appear

as Figs. 4-13a. b. and c. As can be seen. only a small portion of this storm would fold

into the microburst identification region if a PRF of 700 Hz were used. The entire storm

w'ould obscure the region if a PRF of 850 Hz were used. Negligible obscuration would ex-

ist if a PRF of 1220 Hz were used. This information is clearly reflected in the obscura-

tion profile. Fig. 4-14. wxhich is computed by the PRF algorithm. (Version 1 of the algo-

rithm selects 1220 flz as the "optimal" PRF.)

4.3.4 Case 4: 4 September 1987

Version 2 of the PRF selection algorithm treats obscuration minimization specifically

over the Stapleton runways. in addition to obscuration minimization over the general re-

gion under investigation. Version 2 was recently implemented at the testbed site, and

data which were collected on 4 September were selected to illustrate sample output from

this upgraded version. Figure -1-1.5 illustrates the distant weather situation over the

course of 4 September. .5 microbursts and 3 gust fronts were recorded by testbed person-

nel to have occurred in the vicinity of the radar on that day.

At the completion of the surveillance scan. version 2 of the algorithm computes two

obscuration profiles for each region. The first profile identifies specific obscuration over

the Stapleton runways as a function of PRF value, and the second identifies general ob-

scuration within the region as a function of PRF value. Examples of these profiles and

the subsequent PRF selection from these profiles appear on the following pages. (Profiles
labelled A denote obscuration over the Stapleton runways (and 3 mi beyond), and

profiles labelled B denote obscuration over the general region under investigation.)

in a manner similar to that introduced in Section 3, the PRF algorithm first deter-

mines an "acceptable subset" of PRF values. Since it is of higher priority to minimize

obscuration over the runways. this subset of PRF values is that which results in minimal
levels of obscuration specifically over the runways. The general obscuration which is as-

sociated with this subset of PRF values is then examined. Those PRFs within the first

subset which result in minimal levels of profile B obscuration are determined, thus form-
ing a revised "acceptable subset". The highest possible PRF value within this revised set

is chosen for subsequent use.

Figure 4-16 illustrates the distant weather situation on 4 September at time 1849

UT. Figure 4-17 details PRF selection for the microburst region at this time and

presents the predicted obscuration map. Figure 4-18 is a similar exercise for the gust

front region. Figures 4-19 through 4-21 duplicate the events that were illustrated above

at another instant in time (2022 UT).

The PRF values that are produced by the algorithm are automatically used during

subsequent scans at the testbed radar site. Data collected on these subsequent scans can

therefore be used to verify that the predicted obscuration did indeed occur. This final

step completes the algorithm verification. Figure 4-22 illustrates the reflectivity and ra-

dial velocity data that were recorded in the gust front identification region when the

selected PRF was user'. The distinctive long and narrow signature of the range aliased
echoes are seen to occur as predicted.
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5.0 Conclusion

The future Terminal Doppler Weather Radar system shall automatically identify hi-
zaraous weather phenomena near high traffic airport regions. The TD\WR system must

ensure that the data used as input to the identification algorithms are of highest possible

quality. Obscuration due to ambiguous range foldover from distant weather can se'ious-
ly degrade the quality of Doppler weather radar data. The TDWR system must thereiore
make provisions by which to minimize the amount of range obscuration due to distant

weather.

The specification for the TDWR system calls for adaptive and selective PRF po-
cedures as the means by which to minimize obscuration due to ambiguous range fQldover

The procedures and the criteria for the selection of PRF in order to accomplish this task

have been specified herein. Procedares have been defined by which to identify distant
weather, assess obscuration which would be attributed to this distant weather as a func-

tion of PRF value, select that PRF which minimizes obscuration according to specified
criteria, and finally, provide a means by which to flag any regions of anticipated obscura-

tion.

This document demonstrates that range obscuration for a Doppler weather radar can

be minimized in real time exercises according to the procedures specified above. An al-

gorithm is being developed to satisfy minimization objectives, and is currently underg,-

ing real time tests at the TDWR testbed radar in Denver, CO. This algorithm was in-

troduced in this document, as were examples of its performance during a variety of data

gathering exercises conducted during the summer of 1987.
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Appendix A Distant Weather Considerations

Appendix A of this report is to develop the TDWR requirement which specifies that
reflectivity measurements be obtained out to a maximum range of 460 km. This require-
ment supports the PRF selection algorithm during the distant weather identification por-
tion of the analysis. Within the context of this report, 460 km bounds the furthest range
"extent which must be examined for the occurrence of distant weather. As will be
developed, this value has theoretical justification as well as operational justification.

Reflectivity measurements out to the 460 km maximum range will be made during
the distant weather surveillance scan. These measurements are made in order to charac-
terize the prevailing distant weather situation. The scan itself is conducted at a low
elevation angle (on the order of 1 deg). Due to the curvature of the earth, a constant
elevatin scan will observe storms at varying altitudes along the ray path. This is illus-
trated in Figure A-I, from [51. Here, height above the surface is shown as a function of
Earth arc distance, with ray paths illustrated for a variety of elevation angles. (Refrac-
tive effects due to the atmosphere have been included in the derivation of these plots.)
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Figure A-I. Arc distance vs altitude.

Characteristics of storms which may be observed as distant weather are then exam-
ined to determine what types of storms will be observed along the ray path of the radar.
In [61, the altitude and reflectivity profiles of six classses of storms of varying intensity
are examined over time, with class 1 being a simple summer rainshower and class 6 being
a thunderstorm of tornadic proportion. Figure A-2, from 161, succinctly illustrates some
of the findings of that report. Here, typical growth patterns of the various classes of
storms are seen to evolve over time. (As further discussed in V6j, the altitude characteris-
tics of this profile are expected to vary somewhat for different geographic locations.)
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By combining information in the previous two plots, characteristics of weather which
may be observed at different ranges from the radar can be determined. Of particular in-
terest is any significant storm which may be located beyond 460 kin, yet which attains
an altitude to cause its echo to be returned to the radar. That storm would thus appear
range aliased, even using the maximum unambiguous data gathering interval. This, of
course, is the situation to be avoided. As can be seen, storms other than the most severe
(i.e., class 6) which a:e located beyond 460 km are not expected to be visible using a sur-
veillane scan which is placed at the horizon, covering from 0.0 deg to 0.5 deg in elevation.
These are assumed to be adequately covered, and attention turns to a storm of supercell
proportion, i.e., class 6. It is conceivable, based on these two plots alone, that such a
storm, located just beyond 460 km from the radar could result i, some obscuration dur-
ing the surveillance mode of operation.

The rationale for the 460 km maximum unambiguous range follows. First, figure A-1
was generated assuming "perfect" conditions; i.e., no blockage due to terrain or structural
buildings. Mountains, hills, minor variations in the terrain, and even simple obstructions
will operationally reduce this visibility profile. As identified above, storms whose echo
height surpasses an altitude of approximately 14 km may potentially cause obscuration
during the surveillance scan. As was investigated in [71, the probability of occurrence of
storms whose echo height surpasses this altitude is low. (Storms rarely ascend above the
tropopause.) Figure A-3, from that report, illustrates the percentage of storm cells which
attain the various altitudes shown, regardless of reflectivity. Even considering geographi-
cal variations in storm characteristics, one can conclude that the probability for such an
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occurrence is less that 5%. To determine the probability that such a storm would subse-
quently cause obscuration during the surveillance scan, this storm is further required to
be located precisely between 460 km and say 500 km from the radar. This conditionality
requirement further reduces the probability of obscuration from such a storm.
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Figure A-3. '"ercenh of cells reaching an altitude.

Two final arguments are presented to support the contention that the probability of
obscuration by storms beyond 460 km is extremely unlikely. The reflectivity effects of
such a storm would be reduced by nearly 30 dBZ due to range dependencies in the
reflectivity calculation, hence the 50 dBZ distant storm cell would appear in-trip as 20
dBZ. A storm which may be on the order of 10 km in diameter and located at a range
just beyond 460 km would cause in-trip obscuration to approximately 1 radial of data,
and this represents a very small fraction of the total area under investigation.

Ray propagation paths, storm characteristics, and arguments to justify a maximum
unambiguous range of 460 km were presented above. As important as all of the above
discussion, however, is the operational experience in the observance of distant weather by
radars. Indications [(8 are that NSSL personnel are unaware of obscuration effects from
any storms beyond 460 kin; likewise, NWS radars have been unaffected by such
phenomena. The FAA testbed radar in Denver has not observed any storms beyond its
429 km maximum unambiguous range limit. As a final argument for this value, the
maximum unambiguous range for the NEXRAD system has also been specified at 460 km
[91.
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